in the early 20th century and where John discovered the long-forgotten four-hands score of The
Planets.
Recently they toured Australia and Canada, playing in Sydney and Canberra and at the Festival
of the Sound in Ontario. They gave a highly successful recital at London’s Wigmore Hall
marking the 30th anniversary of John’s début there. The Independent and Financial Times
reviewers were enthusiastic, concluding by saying that ‘the playing was enough to confirm the
evening in its ambition, scope and sheer grit as something exceptional, duly exciting a
prolonged ovation from its capacity audience.’
Independently and together Fiona and John have rounded, versatile careers that combine
concerts (John working in particular with celebrated cellist Raphael Wallfisch), editing and
reviewing, composing for major publishers, adjudicating, teaching and coaching at the highest
level in Switzerland, Austria, Australia, Bermuda, Venezuela.
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the changing light, the restlessness and power. His music takes us from the flat calm of a grey
dawn to the blaze of noontime sunlight in the opening movement, through the sublimated and
ecstatic waltz of the playful waves of the second to the elemental, eternal struggle and mutual
dependence of sea and wind in the finale.
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Debussy, as his subtitle suggests, deliberately conceived the work symphonically, his
characteristic short motifs and themes recurring, constantly transformed, throughout the three
movements. The most glorious melody of all he reserves for the last movement where it always
appears in D-flat major/C-sharp minor and generates the great final climaxes.

Fiona York & John York
One piano Four hands
Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971)
Le sacre du printemps (1913)
Première Partie: L'adoration de la Terre

33.46

York2 have made some slight amendments to the composer’s duet version, reinstating a very
few details that he only finalised in the full orchestral score, and making some passages more
pianistic.
John York – July 2010

First Part: Adoration of the Earth
1
2

Introduction
Les augures printaniers: Danses des adolescentes

3
4
5
6
7

Jeu du rapt Ritual of abduction
Rondes printanières Spring rounds
Jeux des cités rivales Ritual of the rival tribes
Cortège du Sage – Le Sage Procession of the Sage – The Sage
Danse de la Terre Dance of the Earth
Seconde Partie: Le sacrifice

8
9
10
11
12
13

Introduction
Cercles mystérieux des adolescentes Mystic circles of the young girls
Glorification de l'Élue The naming and honouring of the Chosen One
Evocation des ancêtres Evocation of the ancestors
Action rituelle des ancêtres Ritual action of the ancestors
Danse Sacrale : L'Élue Sacrificial Dance: The Chosen One

3.18
3.26

The augurs of spring : Dances of the young girls
1.18
3.11
2.15
1.08
1.16

Second Part: The sacrifice

2

3.58
2.50
1.47
0.36
4.02
4.48
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York2 has a fine reputation as the 'duo with a difference', gained through John and Fiona's
exploration of larger scale and contemporary scores alongside the rich and familiar duet
repertoire. They have given concerts for societies and festivals in the UK and Australia, on BBC
Radio 3, CBC TV and TV Ontario (in both the UK and Canada), on boats on the Great Lakes,
at garden parties, at the Salzburg Festival, at elegant Edwardian soirées, marathon recitals,
concertos at the Barbican Centre and South Bank in London etc.
Their recordings on the LondonHall label include a mixed programme of minimalist music by
contemporary Austrian composer Norbert Zehm and, released in January 2001 but since
deleted, Holst’s 'The Planets' (the world première recording of the composer’s four-hands
version) and complete solo piano works for Black Box Music, and two-piano works of Poulenc,
also on Black Box. Gramophone Magazine (June 2001) commented on their ‘likeable spirit
and shapely accounts’ and noted the ‘exemplary polish’ of the Holst recording.
Fiona has taught at several London schools and in the junior departments of the Royal College,
Trinity and Guildhall. At present she is with the piano staff at St. Paul’s Girls’ School and Eltham
College, both in London. John was Professor at Guildhall for 33 years and is Senior Music
Head of Department at St. Paul's Girls' School where Holst was Director of Muisc for 20 years
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enormous technical, logistic and textual problems at one piano than to go for the easier effect
created when more craven pianists than York2 play it on two pianos – as happens far too often,
to no advantage and without any validity whatsoever.
Ravel’s Rapsodie espagnole – the first of his cycle of big orchestral showpieces – is similarly
and deliberately un-symphonic. In any case, the Habanera was already 12 years old when he
included it, and he didn’t hide that fact, putting the early date at the head of the page, possibly
to assert that he, not Debussy, was the pioneer in French Hispanicism. Ravel had, after all, far
better Spanish credentials, from his Basque mother and southern French birth, than the
Paris-suburbs-born older man.
The simple expedient of an obsessive four-note ostinato, presented simply at the start and
recurring at strategic points in the Malagueña and Feria, is enough to unify these Spanish
pictures. The sultry heat and languor of the Prelude is twice interrupted by bi-tonal cadenzas.
The brief and insubstantial dance of the second movement is again twice interrupted, this time
by mournful and sensuous flamenco singing. The hypnotic, typical Habanera rhythm of the
third movement, constantly repeating the note C-sharp, almost never lets up, surrounded by
beguiling, sensuous chromatic harmony. Only now, after these improvisatory movements,
does Ravel at last allow himself to indulge in velocity, fireworks, formality and bright colours
in the final ‘street fair’ which builds to a scorching end.
York2 had to make some quite substantial re-arrangements in this piece in order to recapture
and enhance the best effects and facilitate the performance – but they feel sure that Ravel
would sanction them all!
Debussy’s La mer – arguably the composer’s finest score – was begun in 1903 at Bichain,
Burgundy, on the Atlantic coast of France, and was finished, just weeks before its Paris
première, in 1905 at the Grand Hotel in Eastbourne, Sussex, in full view of the English Channel.
Debussy had taken refuge there from the scandal of his marriage breakup and liaison with
Emma Bardac. These ‘symphonic sketches’ are still the most vivid aural depiction of the sea
ever penned.

14
15
16
17

Maurice Ravel (1875-1937)
Rapsodie espagnole (1907)
I Prélude à la nuit
II Malagueña
III Habanera
IV Feria

15.26
3.41
2.07
2.51
6.47

18

Claude Debussy (1862-1918)
La mer, trois esquisses symphoniques (1905)
I De l’aube à midi sur la mer

26.01
8.51

19

II Jeux de vagues

From dawn to noon on the sea
20

III Dialogue du vent et de la mer
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Dialogue of the wind and the sea
Playing time 75.21
Cover photo: istockphoto.com. Behind La Basilique du Sacré Coeur de Montmartre, Paris
York2 Photo © Alex York 2010 - www.alexyork.co.uk
York2: www.yorkpiano.co.uk
Recorded by Nimbus Records 17-18 February 2010
Nimbus Foundation Concert Hall, Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, U.K.
© & c 2010 Wyastone Estate Limited
www.wyastone.co.uk

Debussy loved the sea. His actual experience of it, though, was limited to the Atlantic coast
and to a few cross-Channel trips. What he loved so deeply was its immensity, its movement,
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8.11

Play of the waves
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Throughout the 19th century and well into the 20th, it was standard practice to publish
symphonies, overtures, whole operas, quartets, ballets – almost everything – in piano duet form
alongside the full scores. This helped works to gain public attention and popularity and was,
of course, essential for ballet and opera rehearsal. Many musicians have enjoyed playing the
great symphonies and chamber works, studying them in detail using this convenient format for
domestic pleasure.
But why take on the challenge of actually giving concert performances of great orchestral works
in versions for four hands on one piano? The technical difficulties are often staggering: two
pianists having to sit fairly uncomfortably at an angle to the keyboard, their hands often twisted;
one player (usually the primo partner) perhaps sitting higher than the other, both having to work
out how physically to negotiate the inevitable overlaps and clashes; playing to the back of the
keys far more often than would be needed for normal playing, in order that one player can
insinuate a hand underneath the other. And it is vitally important to make the music effective
both pianistically and quasi-orchestrally.
There are several reasons why we do it.
Such big, much-loved works enrich the already large, but generally lighter-weight, four-hands
repertoire: if the duet version is a composer-original, as is the case with all the works presented
here, (or properly done by another hand, unlike some of those merely serviceable duet scores
of Beethoven, for instance) it has per se a genuine validity, deserving of our attention; in some
cases the duet version actually predates the full orchestral score; the piano version can clarify
the denser orchestral textures and rhythms; and it is both a huge challenge to the pianist and
huge fun to play, and to watch.
York2 open up this world of ‘versions’ with several masterpieces, but they are discriminating,
rejecting any pieces that would feel and sound ‘reduced’. Our three duet works on this CD all
find on the piano a life as valid and intoxicating as they have in the more usual orchestral
performances. They were composed within a span of eight years, all by masters of
orchestration.
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Stravinsky’s Le sacre du printemps has, over the almost 100 years since its première in Paris
in May 1913, accrued to itself every possible cliché, each of which is still true today. It did
change the world of music. It did change dance forever. It did cause an infamous riot, albeit
somewhat contrived. It did mark the beginning of ‘modernism’ in music (though that process
was already underway with other avant-gardistes in Germany, Hungary, England, even
America). It did give the composer enormous difficulty even to notate what he conceived. It is
still terribly demanding for orchestras and pianists to perform, and very rarely given as a ballet.
Sergei Diaghilev, Nijinsky, Roerich , Monteux and Stravinsky between them made sure that the
work would attain, overnight, an almost mythic notoriety. The four-hands, one-piano version
is the original score (unlike the Debussy and Ravel, both of which were partly ‘arranged’ for
duet) and was revised and published only after the orchestral score was completed. It was
made expressly for rehearsals with the Ballets Russes who had to learn so much, struggling to
find the movements and steps to fit the new rhythms and new violence. Debussy and Stravinsky
together played the duet version … If only history had recorded the older man’s reaction! When
the opportunity arose for Debussy himself to create a ballet for Diaghilev just a year later (Jeux),
there are abundant signs of new ideas inspired by the young Russian.
There are only a few symphonic elements employed here, the form being dictated solely by a
completely apocryphal, simple pagan ‘story’, the individual scenes of which all run into one
another. The music is durchkomponiert, episodic, with just the one break between the two
parts. One can catch glimpses of Ravel’s influence (originating with Rimsky-Korsakov) in the
‘exotic’ inflection of some of the music – and of Debussy’s sensuous impressionist harmonies,
particularly in the ‘Night’ introduction to part 2. But what emerges is music of the blood and
guts, of tense, energetic and visceral hedonism, a world away from Ravel’s sophistication and
Debussy’s refinement.
There are some passages in the piano version where Stravinsky has left it to the performers to
try to incorporate missing bits of tune, indicated on an extra stave. And there are some notable
discrepancies in detail when we compare the full score with the duet version; occasional
missing beats and extra notes – puzzling things. York2 have resolved these problems,
convinced that the work lives brilliantly in the four-hands version, gaining in clarity, rhythmic
precision and impact both aurally and visually. It is unquestionably better to deal with these
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The composers’ original
scores for piano duet

Maurice Ravel (1875-1937)
Rapsodie espagnole (1907)
14
I
Prélude à la nuit
15
II Malagueña
16
III Habanera
17
IV Feria

15.26
3.41
2.07
2.51
6.47

Claude Debussy (1862-1918)
La mer (1905)
18
I
De l’aube à midi sur la mer
19
II Jeux de vagues
20
III Dialogue du vent et de la mer

26.01
8.51
8.11
8.59
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